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CALL REPORTDocument's Author: Douglas Horne/ARRB Date Created: 12/11/97 The Players Description of the 

Call Date: 12/11/97Subject: Jerrie Buckholtz of DIA Called Doug HorneSummary of the Call:Jerrie Buckholtz (in 

charge of correspondence tracking and compliance for the DIA Executive Secretariat) left a voice mail for me 

about our December 8, 1997 letter to Anne Winner (re: Final Compliance Statement), and in her voice mail 

said Anne Winner had told her that all of our concerns expressed in the letter had already been answered by 

her. Jerrie Buckholtz asked me if this were true.I returned her call and left my own voice mail. I stated that 

none of the questions in our December 8, 1997 letter had been answered in writing, which was why we put 

them in the letter: we desire that our written correspondence gets answered with written correspondence, so 

that there is a permanent record in the National Archives of our activities, and of our relationships with each 

agency. I told her that I clearly recalled only one partial oral answer to one of the four "searches" questions in 

our December 8, 1997 letter, and that I considered this an interim answer pending possible further 

investigation by DIA. I told her that if Anne Winner had provided other answers orally, then I must have 

forgotten them, which is exactly why we desire written responses to our written questions--so that there will 

be a permanent record for posterity of our relationship with DIA. END
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